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includes a rationale for that teaching, responses
to common objections, reflection questions to
prompt further consideration, and suggested
readings for readers wanting to dig deeper.
Spiritual Maturity J. Oswald Sanders 2017-07-04
How do Christians grow? “This book invites the
reader to experience the title. It is not just a
‘how-to’ volume, but a ‘be’ volume.” So write the
editors of this rich resource on the spiritual life.
Spiritual maturity is not a level of growth
Christians achieve, but the passion to press on in
Christ. In these chapters, J. Oswald Sanders
explores the primary source of continual growth.
In three parts, structured around the persons of
the Trinity, Sanders explores matters like: How
we should view God Why our weakness is God’s
strength What it means that Christ prays for us
How to live like an heir of the King The role of
the Spirit in a Christian’s life Spiritual Maturity
provides clear direction for those desiring to
grow strong spiritually. Complete with scriptural
principles for spiritual development and study
questions at the end of the text, this classic
handbook is a timeless treasure. Includes a "For
Reflections" section, making it an ideal resource
for both individual and group study.
Enjoying Your Best Years J. Oswald Sanders
1993 Sanders speaks as a trusted friend, using
biblical encouragement and personal experience
to show how our later years can be a time of
personal growth, deepening happiness, and
renewed spiritual vitality.
Enjoying Intimacy with God J. Oswald

All Of Grace C .H. Spurgeon 2010-06-01 C. H.
Spurgeon writes, “Only God can justify the
ungodly, but He can do it to perfection. He casts
our sins behind His back; He blots them out. He
says that though they be sought for, they shall
not be found.” In an age of limited travel and
isolated nations, C.H. Spurgeon preached to
over 10,000,000 people in person—sometimes
up to 10 times per week. It is in this classic work
that Spurgeon most clearly present the message
of salvation—man’s ultimate need and God’s
unique provision—both simply and sincerely, for
honest seekers and zealous witnesses alike.
Of the Imitation of Christ Thomas (à Kempis)
1887
Know Why You Believe K. Scott Oliphint
2017-04-25 The Christian life depends upon
faith, and there are good reasons for that faith.
In Know Why You Believe, professor and author
K. Scott Oliphint answers the "why" questions
both Christians and non-Christians often ask,
laying out a simple and convincing case for the
core teachings of Christianity: Why Believe in
the Bible? Why Believe in Jesus? Why Believe in
Miracles? Why Believe in Salvation? Why Believe
in God Despite the Evil in the World? And more!
As part of the KNOW series, Know Why You
Believe is designed for personal study or
classroom use, and for small groups and Sunday
schools wanting to better understand the
traditional defenses of Christian beliefs. Each
chapter covers a foundational teaching and
the-incomparable-christ-moody-classics
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Sanders 2019-11-14 Devoted Christ-follower and
classic author J. Oswald Sanders shares how you
can enjoy a satisfying relationship with God.
Highlighting Scripture and sharing stories,
Sanders explains how it is your joy and
responsibility to cultivate an ongoing
relationship with your heavenly Father. You'll
receive the tools and encouragement you need
to walk in the Spirit and satisfy the deepest
longing of your heart—intimacy with God.
The Christian Book of Mystical Verse A. W.
Tozer 2016-04-15 "... some of the best devotional
verse the English language affords..." While the
term "mystic" may have connotations that reach
beyond traditional Christian thinking, it actually
refers to a common spiritual experience that
unites anyone who has fellowship with God. The
poems in this book were hand-picked by Tozer
and follow a logical pattern, going in line with
the very nature of salvation itself and the death
of Jesus on the cross, man's contemplation of his
own sin, redemption, communion with God,
awaiting the return of Christ, and celebrations of
eternal fellowship with God in Heaven. Both
intimate and exhilarating, The Christian Book of
Mystical Verse is a book for anyone who seeks to
worship God the Father, and who finds the rich
language of Christians of old a great help in that
endeavor.
The Six Miracles of Calvary William Nicholson
2012-12-26 The crucifixion. A grisly, criminal
death, yet a triumphant occasion for displaying
God's miraculous redemptive power. Explore the
six great wonders God performed at Calvary: the
darkness, the rent veil, the earthquake, the
opened graves, the undisturbed graveclothes,
and the restoration to life of Old Testament
saints.
Orthodoxy Gilbert Keith Chesterton 1908
A Spiritual Clinic J. Oswald Sanders
2019-04-02 A Lost Book from J. Oswald Sanders
Now Re-Released with a Beautiful New Cover
"The complex strains and problems which the
Christian encounters in the contemporary world
find their answer, not in tranquilizers or
stimulants, but in a correct understanding and
application of scriptural principles." -J. Oswald
Sanders, from the introduction J. Oswald
Sanders (best known for his book Spiritual
Leadership, which has sold over a million
copies), touched hundreds of thousands of lives
the-incomparable-christ-moody-classics

in his lifetime and continues to inspire Christians
today. His books Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual
Maturity, and The Incomparable Christ are
beloved and well-read to this day. But there are
two of his books that readers haven’t had access
to in over 30 years. A Spiritual Clinic is one of
them. Life wears on us, we go through seasons
of fatigue, strain and tension that take their toll,
and we can easily fall into apathy. Sanders
prescribes a powerful tonic of scriptural
principles that lead to recovery and growth. For
anyone who feels worn out from their Christian
life and could use a little spiritual doctoring, A
Spiritual Clinic is for you.
Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Discipleship,
Spiritual Maturity Set of 3 Sanders books J.
Oswald Sanders 2017-07-04 This set includes all
three books of the J. Oswald Sanders' spiritual
growth series: Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual
Discipleship, and Spiritual Maturity. In Spiritual
Leadership, J. Oswald Sanders, a Christian
leader for decades and the author of more than
forty books, presents the key principles of
leadership in both the temporal and spiritual
realms. He illustrates those principles
throughout with examples from godly figures
like Moses, Nehemiah, the apostle Paul, David
Livingstone, Charles Spurgeon, and others. With
more than 1 million copies sold, this proven
classic will help you to frame your leadership as
spiritual service. In Spiritual Discipleship,
Sanders points out that true discipleship is more
than intellectual assent to a belief in Christ; it
involves the whole person and lifestyle. This
book will help you embody that truth. It
examines Jesus’ teaching on what it means to
follow Him, helping you become the kind of
Christian Jesus wants you to be—not one devised
by man or even other Christians. For anyone
who wants to be not just a believer in Christ, but
an imitator of Him, this book is a treasured
resource. In Spiritual Maturity, Sanders explores
the primary source of continual growth. In three
parts, structured around the persons of the
Trinity, he provides clear direction for those
desiring to grow strong spiritually. Complete
with scriptural principles for spiritual
development and study questions at the end of
the text, this classic handbook is a timeless
treasure.
Answers to Prayer George Muller 2017-02 In
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this classic work, Answers to Prayer, Muller
shows how powerful prayer and God’s provision
can be when it is fully relied on.
The True Vine: Meditations for a Month on
John 15:1-16 Andrew Murray 19??
Amy's Best Friend, Prayers of a Child Ernie
Rosenberg 2012-09-01 The prayers of 6-year old
Amy to her very best friend, God. God really is
Amy's best friend and she treats Him that way.
She brings Him a cupcake for his birthday, helps
Him out with His problems, asks to become His
assistant, and even takes objection to the
creation. Why is fun so important? Because it is
an avenue to God that is so very, very natural to
small children. It gives small children (age 3-6)
spirituality with a smile, a great big smile
through the practice of nighttime prayer. "Amy's
Best Friend, Prayers of a Child"comprises a
personal introduction from Amy followed by 14
illustrated prayers, and finally special pages to
record a child's own prayers. The book is nondenominational. "Amy's Best Friend" is
accompanied by two fun books to support your
child's practice of prayer. First, there is a
coloring book giving your child hours of fun
coloring in the same prayers you have read to
him/her. Second, after all the pages at the end of
"Amy's Best Friend, Prayers Of A Child" have
been been filled with your child's own prayers, a
prayer journal is available under the name
"Amy's Best Friend, Prayers of A Child: My
Prayers." All books plus the Kindle ebook are
available from my authors page: http:
//www.amazon.com/author/amyamos.
Spiritual Maturity J. Oswald Sanders 1994
Complete with study questions at the end of the
text, Spiritual Maturity is a fascinating treatise
on spiritual discernment and the character of
God.
The Secret of Guidance Frederick Brotherton
Meyer 1896
"By my Spirit" Jonathan Goforth 101-01-01 Dr.
A.T. Schofield says: "One thing to be borne in
mind is that since the days of Pentecost there is
no record of the sudden and direct work of the
Spirit of God upon the souls of men that has not
been accompanied by events more or less
abnormal. It is, indeed, on consideration, only
natural that it should be so. We cannot expect an
abnormal inrush of Divine light and power, so
profoundly affecting the emotions and changing
the-incomparable-christ-moody-classics

the lives of men, without remarkable results. As
well expect a hurricane, an earthquake, or a
flood, to leave nothing abnormal in its course, as
to expect a true Revival that is not accompanied
by events quite out of our ordinary experience."
Favorite Psalms John Stott 2003-10-01 Offers
insight into thirty-eight chapters of Psalms,
offering insight and practical applications that
address their backgrounds and themes. Original.
God's Abundant Grace Dwight L Moody
1998-01-01 &quote;MANY OF YOU HAVE BEEN
KEPT OUT OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD BY
YOUR GOOD WORKS.&quote; A startling
thought, isn't it? Righteous acts and hard work
may be the very things that lock the door to
God's salvation, writes D. L. Moody. The faith
versus works debate has gone on for two
thousand years. Today the confusion continues.
How many people, perhaps even you, believe
that if they try hard enough, they may be able to
escape judgment and receive God's gift of
salvation? In God's Abundant Grace, D. L.
Moody's words reach forward in time to strip
away the layers we've added to God's salvation
and lay bare the simple instruction: &quote;To
him that worketh not, but believeth to Him,... his
faith is counted for righteousness.&quote;
Facing Loneliness J. Oswald Sanders
2014-06-10 J. Oswald Sanders says loneliness
originates in mankind’s alienation from God, but
that it can mature you spiritually and morally if
you'll learn to reach out and care for others,
instead of seeking comfort for yourself. Facing
Loneliness encourages and challenges you to
take specific steps to overcome the sorrow of
loneliness.
Moody Classics Complete Set St. Augustine
2010-05-13 This package includes the entire
collection of the Moody Classics Set: The
Confessions of St. Augustine, Hudson Taylor's
Spiritual Secret, The Apostolic Fathers, The
Incomparable Christ, Orthodoxy, Answers to
Prayer, The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life,
Power Through Prayer, The Imitation of Christ,
The True Vine, The Pilgrim's Progress, How to
Pray, All of Grace, Born Crucified, Holiness
(Abridged), The Overcoming Life, The Secret of
Guidance, Names of God, and Prevailing Prayer.
Of all the factors influencing our spiritual
growth and development, pivotal books play a
key role. Learning from those who have walked
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the path and fought the fight brings wisdom and
strengthens resolve. And hearing the familiar
chords of kingdom living sung by voices from
other times can penetrate cultural barriers that
limit our allegiance to the King. To this end,
Moody Publishers is honored to present all
nineteen books of its spiritual classics series.
Selected for their enduring influence and
timeless perspective, these new editions promise
to shape the lives of spiritual pilgrims for
generations to come.
The Varieties of Religious Experience
William James 1982-12-16 Selected by the
Modern Library as one of the 100 best nonfiction
books of all time "The Varieties of Religious
Experience is certainly the most notable of all
books in the field of the psychology of religion
and probably destined to be the most influential
[one] written on religion in the twentieth
century," said Walter Houston Clark in
Psychology Today. The book was an immediate
bestseller upon its publication in June 1902.
Reflecting the pluralistic views of psychologistturned-philosopher William James, it posits that
individual religious experiences, rather than the
tenets of organized religions, form the backbone
of religious life. James's discussion of
conversion, repentance, mysticism, and hope of
reward and fears of punishment in the hereafter-as well as his observations on the religious
experiences of such diverse thinkers as Voltaire,
Whitman, Emerson, Luther, Tolstoy, and others-all support his thesis. "James's characteristic
humor, his ability to put down the pretentious
and to be unpretentious, and his willingness to
take some risks in his choices of ancedotal data
or provocative theories are all apparent in the
book," noted Professor Martin E. Marty. "A
reader will come away with more reasons to
raise new questions than to feel that old ones
have been resolved."
TRUE VINE MEDITATIONS FOR A MO
Andrew 1828-1917 Murray 2016-08-29 This
work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
the-incomparable-christ-moody-classics

important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Power of Transforming Prayer J. Oswald
Sanders 2019-10-25 Find time-tested wisdom for
becoming a person of deep, meaningful prayer!
J. Oswald Sanders offers an essential guide that
explores the vital elements of prayer—worship,
thanksgiving, confession, petition, and
intercession. Complete with model prayers and
illuminating questions, The Power of
Transforming Prayer is the authoritative work
for helping you discover new intimacy with God
in prayer.
Heaven-- Better by Far J. Oswald Sanders
2013 Sanders combs the Scriptures to learn
about the Christian's final home: 'So incredibly
glorious is heaven that we are compelled to
express it in...symbols of grandeur and majesty.'
The Triumph of the Cross Richard Viladesau
2008-04-22 This is a sequel to Richard
Viladesau's well-received study, The Beauty of
the Cross: The Passion of Christ in Theology and
the Arts from the Catacombs to the Eve of the
Renaissance. It continues his project of
presenting theological history by using art as
both an independent religious or theological
"text" and as a means of understanding the
cultural context for academic theology.
Viladesau argues that art and symbolism
function as alternative strands of theological
expression sometimes parallel to, sometimes
interwoven with, and sometimes in tension with
formal theological reflection on the meaning of
crucifixion and its role in salvation history. This
book examines the two great revolutionary
movements that gave birth to the modern West:
the Renaissance and the Protestant Reformation.
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This period was eventful for both theology and
art, and thus particularly fruitful for Viladesau's
project. Using individual works of art, over sixty
of which are reproduced in this book, to
epitomize particular artistic and theological
models, he explores the contours of each
paradigm through the works of representative
theologians as well as liturgical, poetic, artistic,
and musical sources. To name a few examples,
the theologies of Savonarola, Luther, Calvin, and
the Council of Trent, are examined in correlation
to the new situation of art in the era of Fra
Angelico, Leonardo, Michelangelo, D?rer,
Cranach, and the Mannerists. In this book,
Viladesau continues to deepen our
understanding of the foremost symbol of
Christianity.
Prevailing Prayer: what Hinders It? Dwight
Lyman Moody 1884 Prevailing Prayer by Dwight
Lyman Moody, first published in 1884, is a rare
manuscript, the original residing in one of the
great libraries of the world. This book is a
reproduction of that original, which has been
scanned and cleaned by state-of-the-art
publishing tools for better readability and
enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors'
mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts
back to life. Some smudges, annotations or
unclear text may still exist, due to permanent
damage to the original work. We believe the
literary significance of the text justifies offering
this reproduction, allowing a new generation to
appreciate it.
Prayer on Fire Fred Hartley 2014-02-27 Prayer
on Fire is what happens when your initiative to
meet with God in prayer connects with His
desire to meet you. Learn the biblical steps to
take to experience the reality of the Holy Spirit’s
presence in your daily prayer life.
Names Of God Nathan J. Stone 1987-01-01
Jehovah-tsidkenu, "the Lord our righeousness";
Jehovah-shalom, "the Lord our peace"; Jehovahjireh, "the Lord will provide." This is a study of
the twelve most common Hebrew names for
God-and their significance and fulfillment in
Christ. God's names reveal not only different
dimensions of His character but also point to
their fulfillment in the Person and work of Jesus
Christ. This classic study examines the Old
Testament names of God and the particular
aspect of His character and dealings with man
the-incomparable-christ-moody-classics

that each reveals. Names of God is a book that
will help contemporary Christians better
understand the glory, majesty, and power of
God. (More than 115,000 in print)
Born Crucified L. E. Maxwell 2010-06-01 L. E.
Maxwell writes, “The cross is the key to all
situations as well as to all Scripture.” By relating
the cross as essential to the life of the believer,
Professor L.E. Maxwell simply and practically
shows how an understanding of our
identification with Christ in his death and
resurrection can lead to life as it was meant to
be lived. It is by living with a cross-centered
perspective that we can have both victory over
sin and power to serve God well. Maxwell's heart
and vision for training up young poeple with the
truth of God's Word and the necessity of
evangelism shines forth in this little book.
Readers know authenticity when they read it and Maxwell exudes it.
Spiritual Leadership J. Oswald Sanders
2017-07-04 Over 1 million copies sold What
every church will always need The need for
talented, vigorous leaders in the church cannot
be overemphasized. Such times demand active
service of men and women who are guided by
and devoted to Jesus Christ. With more than 1
million copies sold, Spiritual Leadership stands
as a proven classic for developing such
leadership. J. Oswald Sanders, a Christian leader
for nearly seventy years and author of more than
forty books, presents the key principles of
leadership in both the temporal and spiritual
realms. He illustrates his points with examples
from Scripture and biographies of eminent men
of God, such as Moses, Nehemiah, the apostle
Paul, David Livingstone, Charles Spurgeon, and
others. Featured topics include: The cost of
leadership The responsibility of leadership Tests
of leadership The qualities and criteria of
leadership The art of reproducing leaders The
one indispensable requirement of leadership
Sanders holds that even natural leadership
qualities are God-given, and their true
effectiveness can only be reached when they are
used to the glory of God. Let this classic be your
guide for leadership, and watch how God works
through you to do great things for His glory.
Holiness (Abridged) J. C. Ryle 2010-06-01 J.C.
Ryle’s Holiness has imparted a standing
challenge to Christians for 130 years. In this
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new, slimmed-down series of excerpts from
Ryle’s masterwork, we aim to present his
original message to a whole new generation.
Holiness, Ryle argued, was not simply a matter
of believing and feeling, but of doing.
Spiritual Discipleship J. Oswald Sanders
2017-07-04 “Take time and trouble to keep
yourself spiritually fit.” — 1 Tim. 4:7, J. B.
Phillips Translation As J. Oswald Sanders points
out, true discipleship is more than intellectual
assent to a belief in Christ; it involves the whole
person and lifestyle. True disciples pursue their
Master. They know that God is watching over
their faith, but they also take Scripture’s
command seriously: “work out your own
salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God
who works in you.” They take pains, by His
power, to look more and more like Jesus. This
book will help you to be such a disciple. It
examines Jesus’ teaching on what it means to
follow Him, helping you become the kind of
Christian Jesus wants you to be—not one devised
by man or even other Christians. You’ll learn:
The profile of an ideal disciple Conditions for
discipleship The tests that disciples endure How
disciples pray and grow The posture and
practices of a disciple And more For anyone who
wants to be not just a believer in Christ, but an
imitator of Him, this book is a treasured
resource. Includes questions for reflection, ideal
for both individual and group study.
The Overcoming Life Dwight Lyman Moody
1896
The Incomparable Christ J. Oswald Sanders
2009-06-01 Author J. Oswald Sanders, a lawyer
turned 20th century missionary statesman,
follows Jesus from His pre-existence to His
earthly life and coming Second Advent.
Throughout he upholds Jesus as the powerful
and perfect Savior of the world, arguing against
any who would diminish His uniqueness.
Spiritual Depression D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones
2016-01-12 Spiritual Depression is one of the
great classics of the modern Church and tackles
the big question: If Christianity is such "good
news" why are its followers often unhappy? Dr.
Martyn Lloyd-Jones was possibly the greatest
Christian preacher and teacher of the twentieth
century. A medical doctor by training, Spiritual
Depression draws together his professional
understanding of the mind with a profound
the-incomparable-christ-moody-classics

understanding of Christian teaching and the
Bible. Spiritual Depression diagnoses the causes
of the ill feeling that many Christians
experience. It prescribes the practical care that
is needed to lift people's spirits and bring them
freedom, power and joy. Spiritual health is
possible and this book explains how everyone
can grasp it for themselves.
How to Worship Jesus Christ Joseph S. Carroll
2013-07-26 What does it mean to enter the
presence of Jesus? Can people today do this or
only biblical characters? In this classic book,
Joseph Carroll shows us what it means to truly
come into Jesus’ presence. There is so much
more to truly worshiping Jesus than church
services and personal devotions. True worship
requires complete commitment of emotions,
intellect, and will—and our reward is great.
Carroll directs us into the presence of Christ by
drawing on Scripture, especially the book of
Revelation, and by giving practical steps of
personal worship. The experiences of some of
history’s greatest saints also serve as relatable
examples of true worship. This deeply practical
and personal book will help us know Jesus more
intimately on a daily basis. It will help us draw
close to Christ, to experience His presence, and
to worship Him in ways far better than what
most of us imagine to be possible.
Love Over Fear Dan White Jr 2019 Aren't
Christians supposed to be the loving ones?
Whether you're watching the news or scrolling
through your news feed, you'll encounter fear.
We're scared of terrorists, criminals, and the
other side of the aisle. We're scared for our
children. We're scared of each other. And all the
while divisions grow. But enough is enough. It's
time to fight our battles the way Jesus fought
his--with confounding, disruptive, worldchanging LOVE. Love Over Fear is a thoughtprovoking guide to conquering fear with love in
the age of polarization. Dan White Jr. will: show
you how and why fear works and how to combat
it demonstrate the power of self-emptying love in
a world of hate teach you how to walk in love
when it's complicated, messy, and seemingly
impossible We are the one's called to love even
our enemies. Isn't it time we started living like
it?
Every Life Is a Plan of God J. Oswald Sanders
1992 A renowned Christian leader shares
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practical principles for knowing God's will for
your life and for enjoying His continual
guidance. Sanders says that the ultimate answer
to the quest of knowing God's will is to know
God himself. Out of such intimacy comes the
ability to discern the will of God in a given
situation. A source of wise counsel for anyone
who wants to know what God's will is for their
lives.
Power Through Prayer Edward M. Bounds
2021-09-21 The contents of this message upon
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prayer should be read alike by preacher and
teacher, evangelist and intercessor. Its pages
contain an appeal to every "worker together with
Christ," and stimulate the desire for prayer in
the varied relationships of Christian life. The
appeal deserves a wide circulation amongst
members of Prayer Circles and Prayer Unions,
and, indeed, amongst all who are looking for a
revival of true religion in our land, and an
exodus of ambassadors for Christ to heathen and
Moslem populations. -- Albert A. Head.
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